PDQLogic QTrace STM32Eval Kit

Quick Start Guide

1. Introduction
QTrace is a low cost instruction trace system for ARM Cortex M3/M4 based processors. It gives an
exceptional insight into how a target application is running and aids locating hard-to-find bugs. The
system consists of a hardware trace probe and a Windows based trace analyser application.
As well as a QTrace probe, the kit includes a STM32Eval demonstrator board to showcase the capabilities
of the QTrace system out-of-the-box. The board is based on an ARM Cortex-M4 microcontroller, a
STM32F446 from ST Microelectronics, which has an ETM trace interface connecting to a 20 way trace
connector. The STM32F446 comes pre-loaded with a USB FLASH disk application that configures the trace
interface hardware and then provides USB access to the onboard Micro-SD card. The application is built
using the free ‘Atollic TrueSTUDIO for STM32’ V9.2 IDE, see https://atollic.com/.
This quick start guide does not require TrueSTUDIO to be installed or any additional hardware to be
connected. The only prerequisite is a 64-bit Windows 7/8/10 PC with two USB ports, one of which must
be USB 3.0. The QTrace Analyser and the FLASH disk project plus source files are all included as an
installer on the USB FLASH disk.

2. In the box
The following components are included in the QTrace-STM32 kit:







QTrace probe
STM32Eval demonstrator board
10 way 0.05” to 20 way 0.1” JTAG/SWD converter board
20 way splitter ribbon cable
USB 3.0 Type A to Micro-B cable
USB 2.0 Type A to Mini-B cable
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3. Quick Start Steps
The following step-by-step guide gives an overview of the QTrace system operation.
1) Connect the STM32-Eval board to your PC via the supplied USB-A to USB mini-B cable (USB 2.0):

2) In Windows Explorer navigate to the newly connected STM32-EVAL removable disk:

3) Launch the QTraceAnalyserSetup_vXXXX.exe installer from the STM32-EVAL removable disk.
4) Follow the installation instructions in the various installer screens. Select the QTrace Analyser to be
run at the end of the installation process or run it from the Windows Start Menu:
ProgramsPDQLogicQTraceAnalyserQTraceAnalyser.exe
5) When the QTrace Analyser application has started, select menu option FileOpen Example…
6) Browse to the following file in the example projects folder installed with the QTrace Analyser:
C:\Users\Public\PDQLogic\QTraceAnalyser\Firmware\Examples\STM32Eval\Application\IDEs\TrueStudio
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7) Connect the QTrace probe to a USB 3.0 port on your PC via the supplied USB-A to USB micro-B cable.
Note: If Windows tries to search online for updated driver then click ‘Skip’ in the pop-up message.
8) The QTrace Analyser application should detect the QTrace probe and then configure it. When
configuration is successful the probe front panel LED will flash red.
The analyser may prompt to retry connecting to the probe if Windows takes a while to install the USB
driver. If this happens, select retry after the driver installation is complete. If the problem persists, or
no device is detected, disconnect the QTrace probe USB lead and then reconnect it.
9) Connect the 20 way ribbon cable socket to the 20 way header on the STM32Eval board and connect
the 10 way socket on the shorter length of ribbon to the QTrace probe:

Note: the second 10 way socket is for the JTAG/SWD converter board which is not used in this guide.
10) The QTrace probe front panel LED will turn green when trace data is detected and the target clock
speed and instruction execution rate in MIPS will be displayed in the QTrace Analyser status bar:

If the trace analyser does not detect the STM32Eval board then press the
Alternatively, unplug the STM32Eval board USB lead and reconnect it.

toolbar button.

11) For an example of code coverage, click on Debug.c in the function tree-view (highlighted red below)
to display its source and the execution heat map (highlighted orange). Select the function
Debug_DoWrite() to scroll its source into view. Next, press the
toolbar button to open the ITM
debug window. The execution counts (highlighted green) can be seen changing at the same time as
timestamps are being output in the debug window.
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12) To get an overview of the functions being executed in the application, click on the yellow Profiling tab
in the QTrace Analyser. Double click on any function entry to show the corresponding source view.
See the USB_ReadInterrupts() example below:

13) To see the QTrace Analyser respond to a target hard fault exception, press and hold the button on the
STM32Eval board for one second. All LEDs on the board should start flashing and the analyser will
switch to the Trace Capture display. This will show the location of the (deliberate) fault both
graphically and in source code form, see below:

14) To resume normal operation, unplug the USB lead from the STM32Eval board and then reconnect it.
The QTrace Analyser will detect that the target is unplugged and then re-sync to the trace data when
it is plugged back in.
15) For further details of QTrace, press F1 in the QTrace Analyser for online help or open the PDF user
manual located here:
C:\Program Files\PDQLogic\QTraceAnalyser\Documents\QTrace User Manual.pdf
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